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Patient Responsibilities 
 

 You, your family, and visitors are responsible for following the rules involving patient care and 

conduct.  

 You are responsible for providing a complete and accurate medical history. This history should 

include all prescribed and over-the-counter medications, including herbal supplements that you 

are taking.  

 You are responsible for informing us about all treatments and interventions both past and  

present, including hospitalizations, medicines, medical directives, past illnesses and any therapies.  

 You are responsible for following the suggestions and advice prescribed in a course of treatment 

by your health care providers. This includes instructions from any medical professional that is 

carrying out the physician’s order or advice.  

 You accept responsibility for whatever may happen if you refuse treatment or do not follow the 

physician’s instructions. If your refusal of treatment prevents us from providing care, according 

to ethical and professional standards, we may need to end our relationship with you after giving 

you reasonable notice.  

 You are responsible for being considerate of the rights of other patients and Caring Pediatrics 

Associates personnel and property.  

 You are responsible for providing information and asking questions about your concerns or 

difficulty involving your health care or health care providers. Caring Pediatrics Associates 

realizes that there may be times when a patient, parent or legal guardian has questions about 

decisions and actions related to their care. The way to deal with these concerns is to talk directly 

with the physician.  

 You are responsible for making it known whether you clearly understand your plan of care and 

the things you are asked to do.  

 You are responsible for making appointments and arriving on time. You must call us in advance 

when you cannot keep a scheduled appointment.  

 You are responsible for providing us with correct information about your sources of payments 

and ability to pay your bill.  

 You are responsible for notifying the doctor or nurse when you or your child is in pain and to 

work with them to develop a management program  

 

If you have a concern, please talk to the caregiver or person in charge first. If you are unable to resolve 

your concern, you can contact the office manager or the Pediatrician at (516) 796-4433. 



 

Patients Bill of Rights 

 
I. Information Disclosure  

You have the right to receive accurate and easily understood information about your  

health plan, health care professionals, and health care facilities. If you speak another  

Language, have a physical or mental disability, or just do not understand something,  

Assistance will be provided so you can make informed health care decisions.  

 

II. Choice of Providers and Plans  
You have the right to a choice of health care providers that is sufficient to provide you  

with access to appropriate high-quality health care.  

 

III. Access to Emergency Services  
If you have severe pain, an injury, or sudden illness that convinces you that your health is  

in serious jeopardy, you have the right to receive screening and stabilization emergency  

services whenever and wherever needed, without prior authorization or financial penalty.  

 

IV. Participation in Treatment Decisions  
You have the right to know all your treatment options and to participate in decisions  

about your care. Parents, guardians, family members, or other individuals that you  

designate can represent you if you cannot make your own decisions.  

 

V. Respect and Nondiscrimination  
You have a right to considerate, respectful and nondiscriminatory care from your doctors,  

health plan representatives, and other health care providers.  

 

VI. Confidentiality of Health Information  
You have the right to talk in confidence with health care providers and to have your  

health care information protected. You also have the right to review and copy your own  

medical record and request that your physician amend your record if it is not accurate,  

relevant, or complete.  

 

VII. Complaints and Appeals  
You have the right to a fair, fast, and objective review of any compliant you have against  

your health plan, doctors, hospitals or other health care personnel. This includes  

complaints about waiting times, operating hours, the conduct of health care personnel,  

and the adequacy of health care facilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

HIPAA Privacy Notice 
 

Caring Pediatrics Associates has always recognized the importance of privacy; this new federal 
law formalizes practice that has been followed routinely.  
Background: In 1996, Congress recognized the need for national patient privacy standards and, 
as part of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, abbreviated as HIPPA, 
ordered that a set of rules be established to control how health information is used and 
disclosed, as maintained by doctors, hospital and health plans. Health information is considered 
sensitive and personal, and the law establishes consumer protection and limits the sharing of 
such information, as do similar protections already enacted for bank accounts, credit cards, and 
even video rentals.  

 By Law, consent is not required to discuss your medical treatment with your other 
doctors or health care providers. This allows, also for a prescription to be called into your 
pharmacy and for scheduling of surgery in a hospital.  

 

 Additionally, none is needed in the course of carrying out health care operations, such as 
quality assessment, or in communication with your insurance carrier for payment related 
issues, or for incidental uses, such as announcing a name in a waiting room or the use of 
sign-in-sheets.  

 

 However, Caring Pediatric Associates has always gone one-step further in protecting you 
and does not believe in releasing specific information about you to any business or 
governmental entity without your written consent.  

 

 Specific authorization is required to disclose protected information in a non-routine 
circumstance, such as to your employer or for use in marking a product to you.  

 Medical information about you may be released for research and public health uses, as 
long as you are not individually identified.  

 

 You are guaranteed access to review your medical records, and you may amend the 
record if you believe it to be incomplete or inaccurate.  

 

 You have the right to review when and whom your information was released.  
 

 You may suggest additional restrictions with regards to certain uses and disclosures, if 
you wish.  

 

 Portions of notice may be modified, as long as you are notified.  
 

 Should you believe that your privacy rights have been compromised, you may report the 
violation, without penalty to you, to this office or to the Secretary of Health.  

 The law requires that you acknowledge receipt of this notice: this has been included on 
the signature release on your acceptance policies form.  

 

 

 



Our Financial Policy  

 
We are committed to provide you with the best possible care and we are pleased to discuss our 

professional fees with you at any time. Your clear understanding of our financial policy is important to 

our professional relationship. Please ask if you have any questions about our fees our financial policy or 

your financial responsibility.  

 

 Co-payment: By law we must collect your carrier designated co-pay at time of service. If we 

have to bill you for a co-pay a $10.00 charge fee will be applied, in addition to your co-pay 

 

 

 No Shows: There is a $25.00 fee for appointments that are not canceled within 24hrs 

 

 Non Co-pay Plans: If your plan does not require co-pay and we participate, we will accept 

your designated fee. You are responsible for any deductible and co-insurance balance that your 

plan indicated on their explanation of medical benefits. 

 

 

 Referrals: If your plan requires a referral to see a specialist it is your responsibility to call our 

office and obtain a referral, with 48hr. notice, prior to your appointment and have it with you at 

the time of your visit. If you do not obtain a referral it will be your responsibility if you receive a 

statement from your specialist. If a referral is needed and you forgot to obtain one a $25.00 fee 

charge will be applied to process a Same Day referral on same day of your appointment.  

 

 

 Payments: We accept cash, checks and credit cards with a $1.00 fee charge to process your 

payment. There will be a $20.00 fee for any returned checks. 

 

 

 Forms: All Physical forms take 2-3 business days to be completed with a $5.00 fee, per form 

and for same day forms a fee of $10.00 per form. 

 

 

 Any Changes: It is the Policy holder’s responsibility to notify the office of any changes with 

insurance information, home address, telephone numbers etc.  

 
X____________________________________ x_____________________________ x______________ 

    Print Name of Parent or Guardian                                                    Signature of Parent of Guardian                                   Date 


